Easy access for all desk users including
those with disabilities

The ddb i-Vari desk is designed with absolutely
no obstacles beneath the desk. This allows for
improved access to IT equipment and offers
considerably more legroom compared to
conventional desks.
The desktop sits on an electronic actuator
which can rise or lower to any height and can
comfortably accommodate those who prefer to
stand at their workstation. This concept is very
popular and promotes huge health benefits,
particularly for users with back complaints or those

PRODUCT FEATURES

● Utilises available space
● Optional computer system & built in ports
● Optional larger keyboards and screens
● Height adjustable
● Fantastic colours and finishes available
● All electrics and IT securely fitted & safe
● Multifunctional capability for all types of users
● 100% recycled plastic desktop option
● Solid build quality, designed to last

conscious of a sedentary lifestyle.

*Electric height adjustableunit from 670mm to 1350mm
The versatile fixed monitor arm securely holds a flat
screen in place, hides cables out of sight and houses an
easy to access USB dataport and audio connections.
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i-vari SEN
With optional locked in IT equipment,the i-variSEN becomes a fully functioning computer table,
including adjustable monitor arm,USB and audio connections.
The tidy cable management and high quality lockable castors means the i-vari SEN desk can easily be moved
around, anywhere. The i-vari SEN clever interlocking extension is designed to allow for electric wheelchairs with
left or right hand joysticks to butt right up to the desk itself.
The 25mm worktop is robust enough to withstand years of constant heavy duty use, that’s why the i-vari SEN
comes with a 25 year guarantee on the furniture and 3 years on the actuator. As with all DDB desks, the colours
and finish options are endless and furthermore, the i-vari SENdesk can be designed to match with other
types of furniture and desks, including teaching walls and storage systems. The maximum height achieved is
1350mm so all wheelchair types are accommodated for.

Optional large desktop keyboards can be
fitted to assist specific user needs. A larger
screen can also be added for those with
sight impairment.

Extendable & removable desktop can be fitted to
the left or right of the desk to provide additional
wrist and arm support for electric wheelchairs
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OPTIONS AND FINISHES
I-VARI

I-VARI
SEN

LAMINATED MDF 26.5MM WORKTOP

✔

✔

NATURAL ACRYLIC SURFACE
WORKTOP

✔

✔

KYDEX MDF WORKTOP

✔

✔

TRESPA WORKTOP

✔

✔

0 FIRE RATED LAMINATEDMDF
WORKTOP

✔

✔

MOBILE UNIT (CASTORS)

✔

INCLUDED

I-DESK CASSETTE (SLIM PC)

✔

✔

USFF & SFF (PC)

✔

✔

STANDARD & LARGE PC

✔

✔

ALL IN ONE SCREEN

✔

✔

FANLESSMINI-PC

✔

✔

APPLE IMAC

✔

✔

INCLUDED

✔

SINGLE ADJUSTABLE MONITOR ARM

✔

INCLUDED

DUAL ADJUSTABLE MONITOR ARM

✔

✔

USB CHARGING

✔

✔

POWER MODULE

✔

✔

QI WIRELESS CHARGER

✔

✔

OPTIONS

FIXED MONITOR ARM WITH USB/
AUDIO SOCKETS

Laminated MDF Finishes***

Natural Acrylic Surface Finishes

Kydex Range Finishes

Bespoke finishes are available upon request but are
subject to modified lead times.
* * * laminate range subject to change

LAMINATION
LAMINATED MDF FINISHES
NATURAL ACRYLIC SURFACE FINISHES
KYDEX RANGE FINISHES
BESBOKE FINISHES ARE AVAILABLEUPON REQUEST BUT ARE
SUBJECT TO MODIFIED LEAD TIMES *** LAMINATERANGE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

670m

1350m

DIMENSIONS
Length:
Depth:
Height:
Max Height:

1000mm
600mm
670mm
1350mm

600m

Maxon House, Hogwood Lane, Finchampstead, Berkshire RG40 4QW
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Made in Britain

www.ddbltd.co.uk
ISO9001:2015 certified

TEST CERTIFICATE
Compliance with a Harmonised European Standard also gives the
presumption of compliance with the Principal Elements of the Safety

info@ddbltd.co.uk

ISO14001:2015 certified

TEST REPORT
EN 60335-2-30: Particular requirements for room heaters & BS6396:
Electrical Systems in Once Furniture
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

